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ABSTRACT 

The present study investigated the relationship between sense of coherence, perceived 

stress reactivity with psychological wellbeing among rescue workers, along with 

moderating role of psychological capital. It was hypothesized that there will be a 

positive relationship of sense of coherence, and negative relationship of perceived stress 

reactivity with psychological wellbeing of rescue workers. Similarly, psychological 

capital was hypothesized to act as a moderator between study variable. It was 

hypothesized that a sense of coherences will be positively associated with age. 

Psychological wellbeing and sense of coherence will be negatively associated to 

monthly income. The sample consisted of 241 rescue workers from Islamabad and 

Rawalpindi stations. The instruments used for assessment were orientation to life 

questionnaire (Jibeen & Khalid in 2010), perceived stress reactivity scale (developed 

by Scholtz et al. (2011); translated in Urdu by researcher by using the guidelines of 

WHO), Mental health continuum scale shorter version (faran et al., 2021), and 

psychological capital scale (Luthans et al. in 2007 and translated by mind garden). The 

results revealed a significant positive relationship of sense of coherence, and significant 

negative relationship of perceived stress reactivity with psychological wellbeing of 

rescue workers. Perceived stress reactivity and sense of coherence was significantly 

negatively moderated by psychological capital (hope). Results revealed that sense of 

coherence increases with age and is negatively associated with monthly income. This 

study has ecological implications for policymakers and human resource managers to 

develop intervention and training programs based upon positive psychological 

resources to promote the job performance, and therefore improve the mental health of 

rescue worker operating in challenging environment. 

Keywords: rescue workers, psychological capital, and perceived stress reactivity. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background of the Study 

Disasters, whether natural or man-made, have a significant and enduring impact on 

the lives of individuals and communities. From the initial shock and trauma to the long-

term effects, individuals can struggle to manage overwhelming emotions and psychological 

distress following a disaster. For instance, rescue workers, who rush in to aid victims and 

clear the area to avoid further calamities, usually get involved in the difficult position of 

potentially risking their own lives. The demands of their work can have a negative impact 

on their mental health; characteristics of burnout, such as reports of emotional exhaustion 

and depersonalization, are frequently prevalent among emergency healthcare workers 

(Schooley, 2016). These reports emphasize the significance of understanding the factors 

that may influence the first aid responders’ capacity to adapt and thrive in such 

environments (North et al., 2002). The current study intended to shed light on the mental 

health and well-being of Pakistani rescue workers by investigating the relationship of sense 

of coherence, perceived stress reactivity, and psychological capital in order to have an in 

depth understanding of how these constructs impact the psychological functioning of 

rescue workers. 

1.2 Sense of coherence and its importance among rescue workers 

Widespread acknowledgment has been accorded to the stress and difficulties 

encountered by emergency workers in insecure and perilous environments. Due to their 

exposure to trauma and distress, these employees are susceptible to developing 

posttraumatic stress symptoms as they frequently assist traumatized individuals, putting 
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themselves at risk for physical and psychological symptoms (Jonsson et al., 2013). 

Intriguingly, while some rescue workers experience high levels of stress and exhaustion, 

there are others who exhibit remarkable dedication to their work and have a sense of 

personal development. Similarly, workers providing rescue services in war situations have 

been found to maintain excellent health and function despite facing adversity (Schaufeli & 

Bakker, 2001; Seligman & Csikszentmihalyi, 2000). 

 Sense of coherence provides an insight to understand why some individuals are 

better able to deal with trauma, pain, and sickness than others. It is defined as an overall 

orientation that determines person’s confidence in the face of adversity by perceiving 

events as structured, predictable, and understandable, and by finding the necessary 

resources to recognize and cope with traumatic experiences (Antonovsky, 1987; 

Lindstrom, 2005). As a health-promoting resource, it can increase an individual's resilience 

and help them feel physically and mentally fit despite the constant environmental demands 

(Billings & Hashem, 2010).  

Antonovsky developed the salutogenesis theory, which places emphasis on the 

personal resources necessary to maintain health. Accordingly, a sense of coherence is 

shaped by comprehensibility (life is predictable and understandable), manageability (one's 

own needs can be met with available resources), and meaningfulness (life makes sense and 

problems are worthwhile to invest energy in). Salutogenesis is a proactive approach to 

health, as opposed to the biomedical paradigm, which only considers an individual in terms 

of their illness. It is founded on five fundamental tenets. First, health is conceptualized as 

a spectrum based on the notion that even when unwell, a person still possesses healthy 

traits upon which to build. This indicates that an individual is between being sick (disease) 
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and healthy (ease). Second, the "story of the person" in general is more important than the 

focus of the medical method, which is on illness. Third, the focus should be on "health-

promoting (salutary) factors" or chances, not on illness or risk factors. Fourth, tension and 

stress may be beneficial to health rather than a pervasive evil to combat. Instead of 

presuming a "right treatment based on the right diagnosis" approach, active adaptation is 

an optimal treatment strategy. Salutogenesis, therefore, focuses on the whole individual by 

interacting with both interior and exterior environments (Antonovsky, 1979, 1987). 

Correspondingly, the sense of coherence is the main idea behind the salutogenic 

model, which looks at how well a person can stay healthy.  It’s a global perspective that 

shows how well a person can understand a problem and solve it if the problem is worth 

solving. Comprehensibility, manageability, and meaningfulness are the central 

characteristics that define the sense of coherence. Antonovsky argues that the factor, 

"Meaningfulness," an emotional and motivational aspect, has the greatest impact on the 

outcome by letting the people know if something is important enough to deal with 

(Antonovsky, 1979, 1987). 

According to Vogt (2014), employees with a strong sense of coherence increase 

workplace productivity, which is beneficial to their health and well-being. According to 

(Feldt et al., 2004), healthy employees are better equipped to handle the demands of the 

workplace because they perceive the inputs as clear, manageable, and significant. 

According to Sairenchi et al. (2011), a sense of coherence is an independent human 

resource that can enhance mental health directly. Eriksson and Lindstrom (2006) 

discovered that a robust sense of coherence is associated with positive mental health, 

psychological well-being, and less severe anxiety and depression symptoms. German 
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rescue workers were studied by Bachem and Maercker (2018) to examine the impact of 

sense of coherence in relation to post-traumatic, depressed, and somatic symptoms.  The 

findings revealed that a sense of coherence contributed to resilience in the face of mental 

and physical health challenges. 

People with a strong sense of coherence see their lives as structured, predictable, 

and explicable. They can also find the capabilities they need to deal with traumatic events. 

Emergency workers may be better able to deal with the long-term stress and traumatic 

events they face if they have a strong sense of coherence. They are more likely to see their 

job and experiences as important, understandable, and manageable. This helps them keep 

a positive attitude and find the resources they need to deal with job demands well. Research 

revealed that emergency responders such as medical doctors, counsellors, psychiatrists, 

and community volunteers in war-like conditions were able to maintain psychological 

functioning and well-being by using their sense of coherence (Veronese et al., 2012). 

The greater the risk of impairment due to trauma exposure among humanitarian 

workers, the more their sense of coherence functions as a Generalized Resistance Resource 

(GRR) for coping (Bauwens & Tosone, 2010; Jonsson et al., 2013). In challenging and 

traumatic environments, it assures the psychological well-being of its members. Research 

also links psychological strain to a reduced sense of coherence. Therefore, developing and 

enhancing a sense of coherence is essential for humanitarians to safeguard their mental 

health and maintain positive psychological functioning when exposed to the stress and 

trauma associated with their work. Eventually, enabling them to navigate the challenges 

they face in their high-stress and demanding roles (Veronese et al., 2012; Veronese & Pepe, 

2014). 
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1.3 Perceived stress reactivity and its impact on rescue workers 

Every day, rescue personnel have to deal with various types of stresses due to their 

job requirement of attending to emergencies each comprising of different nature and 

magnitude. Understanding potential stressors in the workplace and how to deal with them 

is crucial for the survival of rescue personnel as the nature of their work has a profound 

impact on their mental health (Khrisnanda & Shanti, 2022).  

According to Cognitive stress theory, stress occurs because of an interaction 

between an individual and their environment in which the person sees demands as possibly 

harmful and unmanageable and reacts to them physically or mentally (Federenko et., 2006). 

According to Schulz et al. (2005) the degree to which a person normally reacts to stressors 

with immediate, strong, and/or prolonged reactions is known as perceived stress reactivity. 

It is possible that the varying impacts of stress on people's health might be explained by 

their perceived stress reactivity, which was defined by Scholtz et al. (2011a) as a 

disposition that underlying individual variances in physiological and psychological stress 

reactions and is largely constant across time.   

Stress reactivity can be assessed through behavioral, self-report, or cognitive 

functioning. It is a mechanism through which stress can result in negative mental health 

outcomes (Scholtz, 2013; Schneiderman et al., 2005). Lazarus (1966) devised cognitive 

appraisal model, to provide insight into how individuals evaluate and interpret stressful 

events. This paradigm postulated that an individual's cognitive appraisal, comprised of 

primary and secondary appraisals, plays a significant role in determining their emotional 

and behavioral responses to stressors. These cognitive evaluations are then further 

associated with mental health outcomes.  
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The primary appraisal, a type of cognitive appraisal, involves assessing the 

significance of the stressor in relation to the individual's health and objectives. If the 

stressor is perceived as a threat to the individual's well-being, such as job loss or physical 

injury, it can result in negative emotions and elevated stress levels (Lazarus, 1999). In 

contrast, if the stressor is perceived as a challenge that can be overcome, it may contribute 

to the positive emotions and a greater sense of mastery among the employees. 

The secondary appraisal focuses on assessing an individual's internal and external 

resources to deal with the stressor. This includes evaluating social support, identifying 

helpful individuals, and identifying actionable measures to combat the stressor. The 

availability and efficacy of these mitigating resources can influence a person's mental 

health (Lazarus, 1991). 

According to research, those who engage in more positive cognitive appraisals, 

perceiving stressors as challenges as opposed to threats, tend to have better mental health 

outcomes. These people may have increased resiliency, adaptive coping strategies, and an 

optimistic outlook (Connor et al., 2017). While the individuals who consistently perceive 

stressors as threats and have limited perceptions of coping resources may experience 

greater distress and poor mental health. The way individuals evaluate their experiences and 

the coping resources they perceive can have a significant impact on their wellbeing 

(Conversano et al., 2010). 

Heart disease & mental illness are both associated with abnormal stress reactivity 

responses, such as a high reaction time to stress induction activities (Zorn et al., 2017). The 

Job Demands-Resources model (Bakker & Demerouti, 2017) suggests that workers' mental 

and physical tiredness may moderate the link between demands like disaster-related stress 
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and performance on the job. Employees with a high level of perceived stress reactivity 

experience more health-related complaints, depression, anxiety, and chronic stress than 

employees with low perceived stress reactivity (Dewa, 2004). 

 Similarly, first respondents may experience increased anxiety, burnout, and even 

post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) as a result of their continuous exposure to stressors 

and perception of their inability to effectively deal with them (Gio et al., 2021). These 

negative effects can be manifested in a variety of behaviors, including emotional 

exhaustion, decreased job satisfaction, decreased performance, disrupted relationships, and 

physical health issues. In addition, the impact of perceived stress extends to the social and 

professional networks of rescue workers. When they experience increased stress reactivity, 

it can hinder their ability to provide effective support and care to those in need, thereby 

diminishing the overall quality of their work and possibly increasing the risk of errors or 

accidents (Gabriel & Aguinis, 2022).  

Investigating the role of perceived stress reactivity on the mental wellbeing of 

Pakistani rescue workers may help understand better the processes that create barriers in 

the provision of supportive and healthy work environment. 

1.4 Psychological capital and its impact on wellbeing of rescue workers 

Psychological capital is a person's positive psychological state of development. It is 

characterized by having self-confidence (self-efficacy) to take on and put in the necessary 

effort to succeed at challenging tasks; making a positive attribution (optimism) about 

succeeding now and in the future; working towards goals and re-directing paths when 

necessary (hope); and being able to recover quickly from problems and adversity 
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(resistance). It comprises of four dimensions, self-efficacy, optimism, hope, and resilience 

that help people cope with problems and transitions (Luthans et al., 2007).  

1.4.1 Self-efficacy. Based on Bandura's social cognitive theory, self-efficacy is a 

person's confidence in their ability to use their motivation, cognitions, and courses of action 

to perform well (Stajkovic & Luthans, 1998). Bandura (1997) found that those with strong 

self-efficacy are more likely to believe they can control situations and do well when facing 

hard tasks than those who had inadequate self-efficacy.  

1.4.2 Optimism. Scheier et al. (2001) defined optimism as the belief that good 

things will happen. People who are optimistic tend to have good expectations, which enable 

them to work toward their goals and deal with uncertainties (Seligman, 2011).  

1.4.3 Hope. Snyder et al. (1996) claim that hope is made up of two components: 

agency (goal-directed energy) and pathways. A person's agency comes from their 

motivation to succeed in a given role or environment. Pathways, on the other hand, are the 

means by which one can accomplish a certain goal (Luthans et al., 2008). Hopeful people 

are more motivated to take action and are more likely to come up with creative solutions 

to obstacles, as discovered by Avey et al. (2008). 

1.4.4 Resilience. Resilience is the ability to get back up after a setback, doubt, 

risk, or failure, as well as the ability to adapt to changing and stressful life demands. It is 

found that people with high resilience tend to be better at adapting to negative events and 

changes in the outside world (Luthans et al., 2006). 

It has been discovered that psychological capital mitigates the detrimental effects 

of stress on mental health and enhances positive outcomes. High levels of psychological 
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capital are associated with greater fortitude and resilience in the face of adversity (Riolli et 

al., 2012). Similarly, psychological capital acts as a buffer between sense of coherence, 

perceived stress reactivity, and psychological well-being (Avey et al. (2010), Researchers 

have discovered a correlation between psychological capital resources, such as resilience, 

efficacy, optimism, and positivity, and an employee's psychological well-being (Luthans, 

2007; Luthans & Youssef, 2007). Increasing psychological capital may reduce the risk of 

burnout and traumatic stress in social workers (Virga et al., 2020).  

By nurturing and enhancing psychological capital, organizations and policymakers 

can effectively support the well-being and psychological functioning of Pakistani rescue 

workers, ensuring that they remain mentally healthy and equipped to handle the demands 

of their high-stress occupations. 

1.4 Psychological wellbeing and its importance among rescue workers 

According to Shek (2014), a person who is psychologically well is "one who 

possesses a number of positive mental health qualities, such as active adjustment to the 

environment and unity of personality." It comprises of 6 dimensions having autonomy, 

having environmental mastery, positive relations with others, personal growth, purpose in 

life, and self-acceptance (Ryff & Keyes, 1995). 

According to Huppert (2009), a state of mental health is achieved when a person 

"develops one's potential, has some control over one's life, has a sense of purpose, and 

experiences positive relationships." Deci and Ryan's (2008) idea of mental wellness 

combines eudemonic and hedonic well-being. Eudemonic well-being promotes optimal 

performance and actualization of potential in the individual and social domains. Hedonic 

well-being is happiness in which positive affect is present but negative affect is absent.  
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Beyond the hedonistic and eudemonic points of view, Vazquez et al. (2009) found 

that wellbeing helps prevent and treat physical illnesses and diseases and is important for 

living longer. It has been found that a person's mental health has an effect on both their job 

and their home life. 

1.5.1 Self-acceptance: means having an optimistic attitude about self and the past 

and being able to accept yourself as a whole including flaws and mistakes. Self-acceptance 

has been linked to employee performance and optimal mental health (Ryff, 1989b). 

1.5.2 Positive relations with others: People who have good relationships have 

"warm, satisfying, and trusting relationships" and can show more love and care for others. 

Positive relationships with other people have been shown to improve mental health (Ryff, 

1989b). People are most often happy when they have healthy relationships and social 

support (Reis, 2012). 

 1.5.3 Autonomy: This dimension is marked by the ability to think and act on your 

own and to make your own decisions. People who are independent don't need other people's 

approval to decide what to think and do. They judge themselves based on what they believe 

and what they think is right, and they don't give in to society pressures. People who are 

independent feel like they have a lot of power over their lives (Ryff, 1989b). 

1.5.4 Environmental Mastery: This dimension looks at a person's sense of 

competence and control over their surroundings, as well as their sense of progress. It entails 

being able to "select or create environments appropriate to one’s psychic conditions". This 

is a very essential part of having a healthy mind. People who are efficient at mastering their 

environment can spot and capitalize on opportunities in their surroundings (Ryff, 1989b). 
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1.5.6 Personal Growth: Ryff (1989) called this dimension "developing one's 

potential”. In order to reach their greatest potential, people must be receptive to new 

experiences and capable of challenging themselves emotionally, cognitively, and 

physically. Consequently, they continue to reach their full powers and potential. The idea 

that growth and development happen all the time is an essential part of this dimension. 

The current study was intended to investigate the relationship between sense of 

coherence, perceived stress reactivity, psychological capital and psychological wellbeing 

among rescue workers of Pakistan. 

1.5 Research Gap/ Rationale of the study 

 The jobs involving the vulnerability for the development of stress and strain are 

always challenging. The employees of such jobs need to have a sense of coherence to deal 

with stressful situations. As the rescue workers are always exposed to traumatic situations, 

they are mostly left with psychological burden. Therefore, the first-line respondent’s 

psychological wellbeing is important as they deal with situations involving the safety and 

security of many people. This study result will help underline the significance of 

psychological capital (including hope, resilience, self-efficacy, and optimism) as a 

protective factor of the psychological wellbeing of rescue workers against their job 

stressors.  

Furthermore, individuals providing emergency services in Pakistan confront a 

unique challenge compared to their counterparts in more developed nations, as the 

country's situation is extremely dire. In addition to economic and security issues, it is also 

experiencing a political crisis. Recent governments have also failed to provide adequate 

funding and support for Pakistan's emergency services, making Pakistani rescue workers 
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an essential area for research and study. The collectivist nature of Pakistan's culture also 

distinguishes it from western nations. Most of the research on rescue workers has been 

conducted in developed Western nations with individualistic cultures. Therefore, the 

purpose of the present study was to investigate the effect of sense of coherence, perceived 

stress reactivity, and psychological wellbeing on positive resources of rescue workers in 

Pakistan. In order to ensure formulation of individualized training strategies and 

interventions for rescue workers who operate in increasingly challenging contexts, such as 

Pakistan. 

1.6 Problem statement 

The present study is investigating the moderating role of psychological capital in 

the relationship of sense of coherence, and perceived stress reactivity with psychological 

well-being among rescue workers. As rescue workers are experiencing a lot of stress daily 

due to a lot of emergency cases which may affect their psychological wellbeing. Here the 

need is to find out the role of demographic variables (age, marital status, education, 

duration of job, place of workstation, family system, and family income) on study 

variables. 

1.7  Research questions 

• What will be a relationship of perceived stress reactivity, and sense of coherence 

with psychological wellbeing of rescue workers? 

•  What will the role of Psychological Capital in the relationship of sense of 

coherence, and perceived stress reactivity with psychological wellbeing among 

rescue workers? 
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• What will be a role and relationship of demographic variables (age, marital status, 

education, duration of job, place of workstation, family system, and family income) 

with sense of coherence, perceived stress reactivity, psychological wellbeing, and 

psychological capital? 

1.8  Objectives of the study 

● To investigate the relationship between sense of coherence, perceived stress 

reactivity, psychological wellbeing, and psychological capital among rescue 

workers. 

● To find the moderating role of Psychological Capital in the relationship of 

perceived stress reactivity, and sense of coherence with psychological wellbeing 

among rescue workers. 

● To examine the role and relationship of demographic variables (age, marital status, 

education, duration of job, place of workstation, family system, and family income) 

on the study variables among rescue workers. 

1.9  Significance of the Study 

 By shedding light on the relationships between rescue workers' psychological 

capital, perceived stress reactivity, sense of coherence, and wellbeing of rescue worker, 

this study will help clinicians, counselors, psychologists, psychiatrists, and even 

paramedics will be better equipped to design effective trainings and interventions to help 

rescue workers improve their coping strategies and moving on with their lives with 

optimism. All things considered, this research will help policymakers and human resource 

managers structure rescue workers' working conditions or create intervention programs to 
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boost job performance, thereby reducing the prevalence of mental health issues among 

these professionals and protecting their wellbeing. 

 The study findings can help future researchers to study psychological capital, sense 

of coherence, psychological wellbeing, and perceived stress reactivity in relation to the 

factors that can improve rescue workers' mental health. with other safety and risk factors, 

helping people who work in different areas, like firefighters, nurses, doctors, etc.    
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CHAPTER 2 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

The present literature will help to examine the relationship between sense of 

coherence, perceived stress reactivity, psychological capital with the psychological 

wellbeing of rescue worker.  

Antonovsky (1987) found that sense of coherence has profound impact on an 

individual's mental health. According to Bothmer and Fridlund (2003) anxiety, depression, 

demoralization, hostility, despair, and post-traumatic stress disorder substantially and 

adversely impact the sense of coherence. 

A study by Sairenchi et al. (2011) stated that a sense of coherence has a direct 

impact on psychological well-being when it is used as a personal resource. So, it is 

observed that people who have a better sense of coherence will be able to keep their mental 

health even if they are in very stressful or traumatic situations. According to Antonovsky 

(1987), individuals with a strong sense of coherence are more inclined to make healthy 

choices as compared to those who have poor sense of coherence. Bachem and Maercker 

(2016) discovered that sense of coherence promotes healthy habits and mental and physical 

wellbeing of employees. It is positively linked to self-esteem, optimism, and negatively 

linked to neuroticism and hostility, all of which are associated with health and wellbeing. 

 Nillson et al.  (2009) examined the effect of age and gender on the sense of 

coherence. He discovered that men had a stronger sense of coherence and well-being than 

women. The results revealed that a sense of coherence increases with age. The elderly have 

a stronger sense of coherence than younger adults. They were more likely to feel good 
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about themselves, which in return improved their mental health. He argued that around the 

age of 30, a sense of coherence begins to increase. After then, it normally stabilizes until 

retirement, when it begins to decline and become steady over time.  

According to Wissing and Eeden (2002), sense of coherence has a positive 

relationship with mental health.  A study by Otto (2002) has demonstrated its effectiveness 

as a coping strategy. Individual with elevated sense of coherence use problem-focused 

coping approaches, are adaptable in their strategies, and are proficient at using the input to 

adjust how they are coping. As a result, those with a stronger sense of coherence are more 

likely to eliminate the source of stress and relieve the tension that comes with it (Torsheim 

et al., 2001). People with a stronger sense of coherence can avoid stressors and have limited 

unpleasant events in their lives, while those with a lower sense of coherence can view stress 

as damaging and anxiety- provoking (Wolff & Ratner,1999).  

McSherry and Holm (1994) stated that individuals with a low sense of coherence 

are more prone to become irritated and angry when confronted with stressors, and they are 

more inclined to claim that even minor stressors are an ongoing source of stress. Several 

cross-sectional research have found that sense of coherence is positively associated with 

behaviors related to health, as well as physical and mental wellbeing (Domingues et al., 

2022). 

Eriksson and Lindstrom (2005) discovered that sense of coherence has numerous 

impacts on various facets of health. It appears to be highly related to perceived good health, 

particularly along the mental dimension and at least among those with a high sense of 

coherence. It facilitates the identification and management of stress, thereby contributing 
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to the maintenance of an individual's wellbeing. Thus, it provides innate stress resistance 

and resilience to psychological stress after loss (Antonovsky, 1993). 

Adverse events in life can lead to mental health issues, which can later lead to other 

health issues.  Kivimaki et al. (2002) investigated those psychological problems, such as a 

lower sense of coherence were associated to negative life events such as the loss or illness 

of a family member, violence, conflict with other people, or money problems, and later 

sick leave. Both men and women who experienced these kinds of life traumas were more 

likely to have psychological issues, such as a lower sense of coherence. Only men, 

however, were far more likely to skip work due to illness. This could have occurred because 

men who experienced adversity had weaker social support networks than women. 

A study of Swiss nurses revealed that those experiencing burnout had a weakened 

sense of coherence as compared to their non-burnt-out counterparts (Aries & Ritter, 1999). 

In another study conducted on nurses by Lewis et al. (1992) revealed that sense of 

coherence significantly mediated the relationship between stress and exhaustion. In a 

subsequent study of dialysis nurses, Sense of coherence and coping resources were 

predictors of personal and work-related stress and exhaustion (Lewis et al., 1994). Lastly, 

Langeland (2007) found that using the principles of salutogenic therapy in an intervention 

plan improved sense of coherence and the ability to deal with problems. 

Limm et al. (2010) found that more perceived stress reactivity is linked to more 

psychosomatic and physical complaints, poor mental health, unhealthy habits, and more 

anxiety and sadness. Federenko et al. (2006) think that, like perceived stress, perceived 

stress reactivity is affected by genetics and the environment. Federenko et al. (2006) also 
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think that perceived stress reactivity is affected by how often a person is exposed to a 

stressor. It is also affected by long-term stress and low educational level. High amounts of 

perceived stress can lead to chronic activation of the body, which has an adverse effect on 

mental health (Mcewen, 1998).   

High levels of job stress have been linked to low productivity in the workplace, 

according to studies (Jamal, 2007; Wright & Cropanzano, 2000). Stress among employees 

may have played a significant role in their performance during the COVID-19 tragedy 

(Sinclair et al., 2020). According to Ford et al. (2007); Mennino et al. (2005), feelings and 

actions experienced in one context (such as one's personal life) might have repercussions 

in another context (such as one's professional life). Work performance has been connected 

to interpersonal difficulties at home, such as rudeness in the family, according to research 

by Lim and Tai (2014).  

The Conservation of Resources Theory (Hobfoll, 1989) revealed that individuals 

are inclined to get more resources when they want to reach a target or deal with a tough 

situation. But when a person loses resources in response to a stressor for the first time, they 

have less resources to deal with other stressors or long-term stress, making them more 

exposed. As a result, the stress brought on by the disaster could risk the resources of each 

worker. This loss of resources could make it harder for workers to deal with demands and 

stresses at work, which could affect how well they do their jobs (Westman et al., 2005) 

Psychological capital as a positive construct of organizational psychology has been 

linked to a variety of factors, such as job commitment and satisfaction, stress and well-

being of the employees (Kim & Cho, 2020). According to Luthans et al. (2007) 

psychological capital increases individual human capital (people's knowledge and abilities) 
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and social capital (network of interactions with one another) and reduces problems in 

organizations by relying on resources like hope, self-efficacy, and resilience. Numerous 

previous studies (Alipoor et al., 2013; Rahimi et al., 2012) have positively linked the 

psychological capital associated with the work environment and o organizational 

characteristics. The study conducted by Madden (2013) shows that psychological capital 

is essential for dealing with problems in a company and increasing the productivity of the 

employees.  

A study by Luthans and Patera (2008) stated that psychological capital improved 

the job performance of an employee. It can make employee more motivated, satisfied, 

committed, and able to deal with stressors at work more effectively and if they encounter 

any setback, it increases their motivation to find new ways to reach their goals and by 

giving them a resource that helps them get back on their feet quickly after a setback. Nafei's 

(2015) studied psychological capital in terms of employee attitudes and performance. The 

results indicate that psychological capital is related to employee attitudes in terms of job 

satisfaction and organizational commitment. It was revealed that the higher level of 

psychological capital is linked with increased employees’ satisfaction, the more committed 

they are, and the better they do their jobs. 

Workplace stress and work–family conflict reduce psychological capital. Liu et al. 

(2012) observed that underpaid and overcommitted female medical practitioners has low 

psychological capital and depressed symptoms. Similarly, Wang et al. (2012) discovered 

that psychological capital partially mediated the connection between family conflict and 

different aspects of burnout for female physicians. Epitropaki (2013) found that more 
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employment uncertainty was associated with decreased psychological capital, stress, and 

purpose of life. 

According to Cheung et al. (2011), psychological capital moderates the 

relationship between emotional labour and job burnout. Other researches suggests that 

stress at work decreases psychological capital (Liu et al., 2012; Wang et al., 2012).  Lorenz 

et al. (2016) revealed that psychological capital is essential for well-being, health, and the 

happiness of relationships. Thus, psychological capital stands out as an important variable 

that could change the link between happiness and job achievement. The study conducted 

on police officers in order to find an association between stress and wellbeing. The 

psychological capital moderates a relationship between stress and wellbeing among police 

officers (Mensah & Amponsah, 2016).  

Roberts et al. (2011) assert that psychological capital moderates the link between 

employee worry and their psychological well-being. Cheung et al. (2011) revealed that 

psychological capital changed the way emotional labor and job happiness, or 

dissatisfaction were linked. Studies in workplace health have found that hope, resilience, 

self-efficacy, and optimism play an important role in improving well-being of an 

employees (Keyes, 2007). The study by (Gillespie et al., 2007) examined numerous 

components of psychological capital (efficacy, resilience, hope, and optimism) help nurses 

and other health care workers deal with the stress that comes with their jobs.  

The research conducted by Jackson et al. (2007) on nurses revealed that resilience is 

a substantial psychological trait because it helps nurses deal with the stressors of their jobs. 

Because these resources can be improved in some way as they are psychological assets 

rather than obstacles (Avery, 2009). 
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The research on impact of psychological capital on job burn out among Chinese 

nurses revealed that those who are hopeful and uses self-efficacy and resilience in stressful 

environment are more likely to stay healthy than nurses who are not as mentally 

healthy.  Psychological capital comprehends the distinctive characteristics of nursing stress 

and organizational change. This is especially important for improving well-being in the 

highly stressed field of nursing. So, psychological capital imparts nurses a personal 

resource that can help them deal with the growing demands of their jobs and the stress that 

comes with their roles at work (Peng et al., 2013). 

According to Avey et al. (2011) workers are happy and do a better job when they 

can use psychological capital as a personal resource. Avey et al. (2008) reported that 

employees with elevated psychological capital are more open to organizational change and 

accept it more.  The results revealed that psychological capital has a strong negative 

relationship with cynicism, stress, and anxiety. Additionally, it exhibits a strong positive 

association with the desired attitudes, performance, and well-being of workers (Avey et al., 

2010). 

Each component of psychological capital's moderating effect has been established. 

Sui et al. (2007) discovered support for general self-efficacy as a resource for stress 

mitigation. Malinowski and Lim (2015) found that retaining hope in the workplace is vital 

for coping with stress and enhancing employees' psychological well-being; they based their 

findings on a survey of 299 individuals with full-time jobs. 

Williams et al. (2010) found that under pressure, people's coping mechanisms 

change depending on the nature of the stresses and their confidence in their ability to handle 
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the situation. Self-efficacy is a confidence in one owns’ talent to bring about desired 

outcomes. An individual's sense of confidence in his or her ability to cope with stress plays 

a vital role in determining how that person reacts to stress. self-efficacy regulates stress, 

improves self-esteem, well-being, and performance, and optimizes response to 

unpredictable situations (Winston et al., 2017).  

Grey and Jones (2018) found that resilience is another way in which psychological 

capital affects health. It can help people deal with things like starting a new job, not 

knowing what the future holds, or a mental health problem like worry or emotional 

exhaustion (Hartmann et al., 2019).  

Bandura (1998) argues that a positive sense of personal effectiveness is necessary 

to overcome the many hurdles on the path to success and wellbeing. According to the self-

regulatory paradigm (Carver et al., 2010), optimism influences outcomes by acting as a 

form of internal regulation. According to this theory, people feel that there is a 

disconnection between their present circumstances and the outcomes of their next moves. 

Employees are more motivated to strive towards their goals if they believe the gap between 

their expectations and reality may be closed (Liu et al., 2018). Optimistic workers are more 

likely to push through difficulties and stress in the workplace because they have faith in 

the eventual success of their efforts, despite the ambiguity of their circumstances (Zheng 

et al., 2014). 

According to Luthans et al. (2007) psychological capital is an "untapped human 

resource" with the potential to provide competitive advantage if cultivated and maintained 

over time. That is why there is a need to study the influence of positive psychological 

capital resources on wellbeing of an employees in workplace. 
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The above-mentioned chapter comprises of the researches conducted in my area of 

interest. All the studies are well within the recent few years and highlight the role of 

psychological capital, sense of coherence, perceived stress reactivity with psychological 

wellbeing of rescue workers. 

2.1 Theoretical Framework  

2.1.1 The conservation of resource theory 

The Conservation of Resources (COR) Theory is an effective approach 

in anticipating how people experience and deal with chronic and severe stress, as well as 

how they become more resilient. The concept states that stress happens when resources are 

threatened or running out and people are driven to get, defend, and encourage the individual 

in acquiring the resources. It shows that losing resources has a greater effect on the mind 

than getting the same resources back. The theory also looks at the role of resources in 

healthcare settings and how the deprivation or acquisition of a resource affects different 

health habits (Hoffball, 1989). 

The core components of conservation of resource theory are its principles and 

corollaries, which help explain its ideas in more detail. One of these is the resource 

investment principle, which asserts that people are more likely to invest in resources they 

already have. According to the vulnerability corollary, people with fewer resources are 

more likely to lose those resources and may encounter greater negative 

consequences. Also, the theory unveils the idea of "resource caravans," which means that 

people, families, communities, and cultures collaborate in order to accumulate and 

retain resources. 
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The theory of the conservation of resources is used as the basis for the idea that 

good psychological capital resources should come first. The conservation of resources 

theory explains why people get stressed and how they can react to stressful situations. The 

main idea behind the theory is that people work hard to get, keep, grow, and retain the 

things they value the most, and stress occurs when these resources are threatened. (Hobfoll, 

1988). 

 A resource can also be anything that helps people and is important to them. 

Centrally valued effects are things like social relationships in groups, health, self-defense, 

a good sense of self, and happiness. These tools are seen as important ways to stay 

motivated and deal with stress. The conservation of resources focuses on making things 

better and adjusting to loss and pain. Also, protection and building up resources make 

people less likely to be hurt by worry. Theoretically, resource groups are formed when the 

process of resource accumulation evolves over time. People form these associations when 

they have access to resources and continue to acquire more. Resource Caravans are 

collaborative and expanding organization of resources (Hobfoll, 2002).  

As a whole, the conservation of resource theory discloses pertinent information 

about stress, resource conservation, and health.  It focuses on the recognition and 

preservation of resources and explores how resource dynamics influence individual and 

community well-being. 
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2.2 Conceptual Framework 

The conceptual framework describes the relationship of sense of coherence, 

perceived stress reactivity, psychological wellbeing & role of psychological capital as a 

moderator. This model demonstrates the hypothesized correlation between sense of 

coherence, perceived stress reactivity, psychological capital on psychological wellbeing of 

rescue worker in which this study will construct the relationship that when the independent 

variable sense of coherence, perceived stress reactivity increases there will be a decrease 

in dependent variable such as psychological wellbeing. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. Conceptual framework of the study 
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2.3 Hypotheses 

1. There will be a positive relationship between a sense of coherence and 

psychological wellbeing among rescue workers. 

2. There will be a negative relationship between Perceived stress reactivity and 

psychological wellbeing among rescue workers. 

3. Psychological capital acts as a moderator between sense of coherence and perceived 

stress reactivity, and psychological wellbeing among rescue workers. 

4. There will be a positive relationship between a sense of coherence and the age 

among rescue workers. 

5. A sense of coherence is negatively associated with individual monthly income. 

6. Psychological wellbeing is negatively associated with individual monthly income. 
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CHAPTER 3 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

The current study investigated the relationship between sense of coherence, 

perceived stress reactivity, and psychological wellbeing among rescue worker & 

moderating role of psychological capital. It was a correlational design using survey 

method for data collection. 

3.1 Research Epistemology 

Positivism was a research epistemology for the current study.  It considers that 

knowledge is derived through empirical observation. It emphasizes objectivity, 

quantifiable facts, and the application of methodical procedures to comprehend the world. 

Positivists strive to construct universally applicable general laws and regularities. To draw 

conclusions and make predictions, they prefer quantitative data and statistical analysis.  

3.2 Research Design 

 The cross-sectional correlation design was used. It was focused on investigating the 

relationship between the study variables. In the current research the dependent variable was 

psychological wellbeing and independent variables were perceived stress reactivity, sense 

of coherence, and psychological capital as a moderator. This design was used because it 

was the most economical process by which data can be collected from large sample. 

3.3 Research Approach  

This research was based on ‘deductive approach’ in which hypotheses are put 

forward in propositional or question form about the causal relation between phenomena. 

Empirical evidence was gathered, analyzed, and formulated in the form of a theory that 
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explains the effect of the independent variable on the dependent variable. It was then 

confirmed or rejected depending on the results of statistical analysis. The purpose was to 

measure, control, predict, construct laws and ascribe causality. 

3.4 Research Strategy  

The quantitative research method was used in the study. The data was collected by 

using a survey method. 

3.5 Population and sampling technique 

 A sample of (N=241) rescue workers were selected for the current study by using 

G power. The participants’ age ranged from 22 to 45 years (Haleem et al., 2017). The 

purposive sampling technique was used. 

3.6 Inclusion Criteria 

• The participants must be literate and understand Urdu language. 

3.7 Exclusion Criteria 

• The sample having any disability (physical and psychological). 

3.8 Instruments  

The following assessments tools were used to collect the data. 

3.8.1 Informed consent 

 Participants were provided with an informed consent form prior to their 

participation in the study.   
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3.8.2 Demographic Data Sheet 

The demographic information including age, gender, monthly income, total family 

income, work hours per week, type of employment, base of workplace, family system, 

social status, primary work shift, religion, designation, qualification, city, marital status, 

family system, family income, and duration of job was obtained with the help of a 

demographic sheet.  

3.8.3 Psychological Capital Questionnaire (PCQ) Self-Rater Short Form  

It was developed by Luthans et al. (2007) and translated by Mind Garden. It has 

four subscales: Hope, Optimism, Efficacy, and Resilience. The Self-Rater Short-Form has 

12 items. The efficacy is measured by items 1-3, hope is measured by items 4-7, resilience 

is measured by items 8-10 and optimism is measured by items 11-12. It is a six-point Likert 

scale, with score ranges from 1-6. Hope = 0.87, Efficacy = 0.92, Resilience = 0.83, and 

Optimism = 0.78 have satisfactory internal consistency. High scores on the subscales show 

that the person is more self-confident, hopeful, resilient, and optimistic. The alpha 

reliability as a whole was determined to be 0.85, and the reliability of its components 

increased from 0.67 to 0.76. (Haleem, 2017) 

3.8.4 The orientation to life questionnaire 

It was developed by antonovsky in 1979 and translated by Jibeen and Khalid in 

2010.It has 13- item with 7-point likert scale with two anchoring answers. It measures a 

respondent's comprehensibility (whether they think the stressors are predictable), 

manageability (how sure they are that they can deal with the stressors), and meaningfulness 

(whether they think it's important to face the task).  According to Erikson and Lindstrm 
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(2005) the alpha reliability is between 0.82-0.95. The scale has high face, content, and 

criterion validity (Wissing & Eeden, 2002). 

3.8.5 Perceived Stress Reactivity Scale 

It was developed by Schlotz et al. (2011), to assess perceived stress reactivity. 

Researcher translated this scale into Urdu by following WHO guidelines. It is a 23-item 

scale. Each question has three choices. It comprises of five subscales: Reactivity to Work 

Overload, Reactivity to Social Conflicts, Reactivity to Social Evaluation, Reactivity to 

Failure, and Prolonged Reactivity. The total score is calculated by adding the scores of all 

subscales. Test retest, discriminant, and convergent reliabilities of the scale were 

established (Schlotz et al., 2011a). 

3.8.6 Mental Health Continuum Short Form (MHC-SF) 

It was developed by (Keyes et al., 2008) and translated into Urdu by Faran et. al. 

(2021). It is a 6-point Likert scale with score ranges from 0-5. It consists of 14 items, each 

of which was chosen to show a different aspect of well-being. The short form has 3 

questions about mental well-being (which measure hedonic well-being), 6 questions about 

psychological well-being, and 5 questions about social well-being. All of these questions 

together measure eudemonic well-being. With these answer choices, you can find out how 

often people experience each sign of good mental health. Based on these three subscales, 

this scale also shows whether a person's mental health is doing well or not. Each statement 

had a correlation coefficient between 0.85-0.93, and the alpha reliability for the English 

and Urdu forms was 0.79-0.87, respectively (Faran et al., 2021). 
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3.9 Operational definitions 

3.9.1 Psychological Capital 

 It is a person's positive psychological state of development and is characterized by 

having self-confidence (self-efficacy) to take on and put in the necessary effort to succeed 

at challenging tasks; making a positive attribution (optimism) about succeeding now and 

in the future; persevering toward goals (hope); and when necessary, redirecting paths to 

goals and when beset by problems and adversity (resilience). As a result, it has been 

demonstrated that the psychological capital which comprises of efficacy, optimism, hope, 

and resilience, together represents a second-order, core element that predicts performance 

and satisfaction. (Luthans et al., 2007). The psychological capital of rescue workers was 

assessed by using psychological capital scale developed by Luthans et al., (2007) and 

translated by mind garden (2015).  It has 12 items and has four subscales. The overall 

psychological capital score was calculated by taking an average of all items. Maximum 

score is 72 and minimum score is 1. 

3.9.2 Sense of Coherence 

It's an overall orientation that affects a person's confidence in the face of adversity 

by understanding events as structured, predictable, and understandable and by finding the 

resources to recognise and cope with traumatic situations (Antonovsky, 1987; Lindstrom, 

2005). The Urdu translated version of "The Orientation to Life Questionnaire," (Jibeen & 

Khalid, 2010) was used to assess rescue workers' sense of coherence. It consists of 13 

items. The overall score of scale is calculated by taking sum of all the items. The highest 

score (91) indicates that the individual has a high sense of coherence and has control over 

the situation and minimum score is 1.   
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3.9.3 Perceived Stress Reactivity 

It is defined as “disposition that underlies individual differences in physiological 

and psychological stress responses that is relatively stable over time” may help explain the 

differential impact of stress on individuals’ health. The Urdu translated version of 

perceived stress reactivity scale was used originally developed by Schlotz et al. (2011) and 

translated by researcher using WHO guidelines. This scale has 23 items. The overall score 

is obtained by adding the scores from all five subscales. The highest score on scale is 46 

which indicates highest perceived stress reactivity. The lowest score of 0 indicates a low 

level of perceived stress reactivity. 

3.9.4 Psychological well-being  

 Psychological well-being combines eudemonic well-being, which promotes 

optimal performance and potential in the individual and social domains, with hedonic well-

being, which is happiness with no negative impact (Deci & Ryans, 2008). It was assessed 

by using Mental Health continuum short form (Keyes et al., 2008) and translated by (Faran 

et al., 2021). It is a 14-items scale.  Maximum score is 70 and minimum score is 0. 

3.10 Procedure 

The study was conducted on a sample of 241 rescue personnel between the ages of 

22 and 45. The data was collected with the help of questionnaire mainly from Rawalpindi 

and Islamabad rescue 112 stations. After data collection, it was analyzed, and results were 

reported. 

3.11 Ethical Considerations 

Concerning ethical issues, the study was approval by Bahria University's 

Institutional Review Board. The study's objectives and implications were explained and 
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informed consent was taken from the participants. In addition, researchers ensure 

participant anonymity, respect, confidentiality of information, and the right to withdraw 

from research at any time.  

3.12 Statistical Analysis 

After collecting data, descriptive statistics, intercorrelations, regression analyses, 

and one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) were performed using Statistical Package for 

the Social Sciences (SPSS-IBM version 27.0). The Hayes Process Macro was used for 

moderation analysis to investigate the role of psychological capital. 

3.13 Translation of Scale 

The first step of the study dealt with scale translation. The primary goal was to 

translate the scale from Urdu to English and to assess language clarity and understanding. 

The sample comprised of bilingual specialists (n=03) and committee approach members 

(n=03) with strong command and knowledge of Urdu and English.  After the translation 

was completed, 30 rescue workers were approached and translated scales were 

administered on them. Perceived stress reactivity scale (Scholtz et al., 2011) was 

translated. 

3.13.1 Process of Translation 

After taking permission from original author, translation of PSRS was started using 

standardized procedures that were defined by WHO (2016) 

The translation was carried out in six steps that are as follows: 

Step 1: Forward translation 

Step II: Committee Approach 
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Step III: Backward translation 

Step IV: Committee Approach 

Step V: Finalization of scale items 

Step VI: Final draft of instruments 

3.13.1.1 Step 1: Forward translation 

• Translation from English language to Urdu language 

In forward translation, scale was translated from English language to Urdu language. 

A panel of experts were approached to get a better and adequate version of forward 

translation. 

• Experts 

Three bilingual experts with a psychological background were approached for 

forward translation: MS scholars and a PhD doctor. The translation was done by 

experts who chose appropriate terminology to make the scale clear and 

understandable. Final drafts of all translations were processed for committee 

review. 

3.13.1.2 Step II: Committee Approach 

After drafting all of the translations, a panel comprised of three experts  

was consulted. Three faculty members from the Department of Professional 

Psychology at BUIC with expertise in test development, translation, and adaptation 

served on the panel. Members of the committee evaluated every item's translation 

in order to come up with a final version. After comparing the translations and 

analyzing the discrepancies between the two languages, they chose the closest 
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translation based on the sentence structure and wordings. The statements that 

provided the closest meaning to the original variants of the scale were chosen. 

3.13.1.3 Step III: Backward Translation 

• Translation from Urdu language to English language 

For backward translation was done to translate the scale from Urdu to 

English language. Again, a panel of experts were approached for this purpose. 

• Experts 

Three bilingual experts with a strong command of both English and Urdu 

were approached. They translated the Urdu statements into English. Two experts 

have master's degree in psychology, and one has masters in English. The expert 

chose the appropriate words to make the scale understandable. Finally, all of the 

translations were redrafted in preparation for committee review. 

3.13.1.4 Step IV: Committee Approach 

An expert panel was approached for a backward translation review. The panel was

  comprised of three faculty members from the Department of Professional  

  Psychology at BUIC with expertise in test development, translation, and 

adaptation, as  well as fluency in both English and Urdu.  The panel reviewed and 

evaluated all translations of each item to produce a final version, selecting the closest and 

most appropriate transition based on sentence structure and phrasing. The statements that 

provided the closest meaning to the original version of the scale were chosen. 

3.13.1.5 Step V: Finalization of scale items 

After conducting committee approach for backward translation, the final selected 

statements were drafted and compared with the original scale items. The statements were 
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delivering the same similar meaning. After carefully reviewing and analysing the final draft 

of the scale in Urdu language was prepared. 

3.13.1.6 Step VI: Final draft of instruments 

The final version of perceived stress reactivity scale was available after the 

translation process was completed. For the purpose of determining language clarity and 

comprehension, a scale was administered to a sample of 30 rescue workers. Participants 

were briefed on the objectives and asked to provide feedback on any difficulty or ambiguity 

they encountered while reading the items. The participants' responses were adequate, 

indicating that the statements were understandable. 

3.13.2 Part II: Pilot study 

Pilot study was conducted to establish the psychometric properties of the 

translated scale, the participants were male rescue worker(n=30) voluntarily recruited 

from Rescue 112 stations of Rawalpindi and Islamabad. The measures administered were 

demographic sheet and perceived stress reactivity scale (Scholtz et al., 2011).
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CHAPTER 4 

RESULTS 

4.1 Table 1 

Socio demographic characteristics of the sample (N=241).  

Variables f % M SD 

Age   36.12 7.38 

Monthly Income   64287.5 7.38 

Total family Income   102070.12 93983.31 

Work hours per week   49.83 5.27 

Gender     

Male 232 96.3%   

Female 9 3.7%   

Marital status     

Married 205 85.1%   

Unmarried 36 14.9%   

Education 

Matriculation 43 17.8%   

Intermediate 69 28.6%   

Bachelors 102 42.3%   

Masters 27 11.2%   
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Type of Employment 

Formal 203 84.2   

Informal 21 8.7   

Contractual 17 7.1   

Base of workplace     

Urban  203 84.2%   

Rural 20 8.3%   

Road 18 7.5%   

Family System     

Nuclear 79 32.8%   

Joint 162 67.2%   

Primary Work shift     

Day 37 15.4   

Night 5 2.1   

Evening 5 2.1   

Alternate 194 80.5   

 Note: f= frequencies of demographic variables, %= percentage, M=mean and SD= 

Standard deviations. 

Table 1 shows the frequencies and percentages of demographics variables of the study. 
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4.2 Table 2 

Psychometric properties of the scales and subscales (N=241)  

Variables 

 

K 

 

M 

 

SD 

Range  

Potential Actual α 

Perceived Stress Reactivity 

       

23 18.07 7.65 0-46   0-40 .83 

Sense of Coherence 13 60.93 11.21 1-91   36-91 .66 

Psychological Capital 12 55.78 9.24 1-72   14-72 .75 

Efficacy 3 13.37 3.08 3-18    3-18 .74 

 Hope 4 18.92 3.63 4-24    4-24 .76 

Resilience 3 13.83 2.69 3-18 5-18 .68 

 Optimism 2 9.66 2.02 2-12 2-12 .62 

Psychological Wellbeing 14 51.55 11.35 0-70 8-70 .80 

Emotional Wellbeing 3 11.55 3.35 0-15 0-15 .86 

Social Wellbeing 5 17.12 5.18 0-25 2-25 .76 

Psychological Wellbeing 6 22.88 5.68 0-30 0-30 .78 

 

Table no 2 shows descriptives values and reliabilities values of the instruments used 

to measure the desired variable. The alpha reliability values ranging from .62 to .86 indicate 

that the instruments used for data collection are psychometrically sound.  

The alpha reliability of perceived stress reactivity scale is.83. The reliability value 

for sense of coherence scale is .66. The reliability value of psychological capital scale is 
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.75 and its subscales (efficacy, hope, resilience and optimism are .74, .76, .68, .62). The 

alpha reliability of psychological wellbeing scale is .80 and its subscales (emotional 

wellbeing, social wellbeing, and psychological wellbeing are .86, .76, and .78).
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4.3 Table 3 

Correlation Analysis for the study variables (N=241) 

Note. *p < .05, **p < .01 and ***p < .001.

 

Variables 

 

1 

 

2 

 

3 

 

4 

 

5 

 

6 

 

7 

 

8 

 

9 

 

10 

 

11 

1 Perceived Stress Reactivity - - - - - - - - - - - 

2 Sense of Coherence -.46** - - - - - - - - - - 

3 Psychological Capital -.41** .26** - - - - - - - - - 

4 Efficacy -.41** .26** .83*** - - - - - - - - 

5  Hope -.39** .35** .89*** .65*** - - - - - - - 

6 Resilience -.33** .29** .82*** .53*** .66*** - - - - - - 

7 Optimism  -.29** .31** .71*** .48** .48** .53*** - - - - - 

8  Psychological wellbeing -.45** .32** .55*** .45** .47** .48** .40** - - - - 

9 Emotional Wellbeing -.37** .15* .47** .41** .38** .41** .33** .68*** - - - 

10 Social Wellbeing -.34** .29** .41** .30** .38** .36** .29** .83*** .43** - - 

11 Psychological Wellbeing -.37** .29** .45** .38** .37** .39** .34** .84*** .37** .49** - 
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Table 3 shows the correlation between study variables. There is a significant 

negative relationship between Perceived Stress Reactivity with sense of coherence, 

Psychological Capital (Efficacy, Hope, Resilience, and Optimism) and psychological 

wellbeing (Emotional wellbeing, social wellbeing, and psychological wellbeing) of 

rescue workers. 
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4.4 Table 4 

 Bivariate correlation between demographic variables (age, individual monthly 

income, family income, and weekly work duration) and study variables. (N=241) 

*p<.05, **p<.01***p.001 

Table 4 shows the correlation of study variables with demographics. Perceived 

stress reactivity was found to be significantly positively related to individual monthly 

income among rescue workers. Sense of coherence was found to be significantly 

negatively correlated with age. Psychological capital (hope and optimism) and sense of 

 

Variables 

 

Age 

 

Individual 

monthly 

income 

 

Family 

income 

 

Weekly 

work 

duration 

1 Perceived Stress Reactivity .05 .14* .05 -.01 

2 Sense of Coherence .11* -.11* .02 -.15** 

3 Psychological Capital .03 -.01 -.03 -.18** 

4 Efficacy -.03 .03 -.14* -.06 

5  Hope -04 -.01 .02 -.24** 

6 Resilience .03 -.04 -.04 -.09 

7 Optimism  .09 .07 -.03 -.19** 

8  Psychological wellbeing -.04 -.15* -.06 .09 

9 Emotional Wellbeing .06 -.03 -.14* .02 

10 Social Wellbeing -.01 -.07 .02 .03 

11 

Psychological 

Wellbeing 

-.10 -.21** -.06 .15* 
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coherence was significantly negatively correlated with weekly work duration. 

Psychological capital(efficacy) and psychological wellbeing (emotional wellbeing) 

were negatively significantly correlated with family income. Psychological wellbeing 

(psychological wellbeing) was significantly negatively correlated with individual 

monthly income and significantly positively correlated with weekly work duration 

among rescue workers. 
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4.5 Table 5 

Means, Standard Deviations, and One-way Analysis of Variance in Efficacy and psychological wellbeing across different levels of 

Education. (N=241)  

 

Matriculation 

N= 43 

Intermediate 

N=69 

Bachelors 

N=102 

Masters 

N=27 

F 

(3,237) 

 p 

Post 

Hoc  

Mean- 

differences 

95% Cl η2 

Variable M SD M SD M SD M SD   I-J  LL  UL  

Perceived stress 

reactivity 17.91 6.67 17.72 8.54 18.87 7.72 16.52 6.59 .71 .55 

     

.009 

Sense of 

coherence 60.63 12.15 60.77 10.64 61.17 11.99 61.15 8.29 .04 .99 

     

.001 

Psychological 

capital 55.30 8.24 55.20 9.55 56.34 8.76 55.99 13.33 .24 .87 

     

.003 

Efficacy 12.60 2.65 13.00 3.43 13.64 2.82 14.56 3.36 2.88 .03 

-

1.95 

 

1<4 

 

-3.88 

 

-.02 

 

.035 

Hope 18.59 3.76 19.03 3.42 19.20 3.46 18.30 4.99 .69 .56 

     

.009 

Resilience 14.28 2.56 13.75 2.47 13.96 2.78 13.44 3.66 .79 .56 

     

.009 

Optimism 9.93 1.77 9.52 2.04 9.65 1.98 9.69 2.66 .47 .87 

     

.005 

Psychological 

wellbeing 54.60 10.85 52.04 11.70 50.61 10.99 48.96 12.28 1.80 .15 

     

.022 

Emotional 

wellbeing 12.42 2.84 11.64 3.52 11.02 3.44 11.93 3.11 1.97 .12 

     

.02 

Social wellbeing 17.72 5.59 17.14 5.23 16.83 4.97 17.19 5.55 .39 .83 

     

.004 

Psychological 

wellbeing 24.47 4.94 23.36 5.24 22.75 5.34 19.85 7.87 3.93 .00 

4.61 

3.41 

1>4 

2>4 

1.07 

.13 

8.26 

6.69 

 

.05 
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Table 5 shows the group differences between different educational levels among 

rescue workers. There were significant group differences found between psychological 

capital(efficacy) and psychological wellbeing of rescue workers across different 

educational levels. Post-Hoc analysis revealed that efficacy was significantly higher in 

rescue workers with master’s degree as compared to rescue workers with matriculation. 

The rescue workers with matriculation degree significantly scored higher on 

psychological wellbeing as compared to those with master’s degree. Similarly, the 

rescue workers with bachelor’s degree scored higher on psychological wellbeing as 

compared to those with master’s degree.  
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4.6 Table 6 

The moderating effect of Psychological Capital on the relationship between perceived 

stress reactivity, sense of coherence and psychological wellbeing. (N=241) 

Predictor Estimate  SE 95% CI p 

   LL UL  

Main effect      

Constant 54.39 10.68 33.35 75.43 .00 

Perceived stress 

reactivity 

-1.72 .51 -2.72 -.71 .00 

Psychological 

capital 

.10 .17 -.23 .45 .55 

Perceived stress 

reactivity* 

Psychological 

Capital 

 

.02 .00 .01 .04 .01 

R2 .61     

F 46.99     

 

Table 6 shows the moderating effect of psychological capital in between 

perceived stress reactivity and psychological wellbeing among rescue workers. 

Perceived stress reactivity is significantly negatively moderated by psychological 

capital. 
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Figure 2 

  

This figure shows the moderating role of psychological capital between 

perceived stress reactivity and psychological wellbeing among rescue workers. The 

more psychological capital will be used by rescue workers the more psychological 

wellbeing will increase. 
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4.7 Table 7 

The moderating effect of Psychological Capital(efficacy) on the relationship between 

perceived stress reactivity, and psychological wellbeing. (N=241) 

 

Table 7 shows the moderating effect of psychological capital(efficacy) in 

between perceived stress reactivity and psychological wellbeing among rescue 

workers. Perceived stress reactivity is negatively moderated by psychological capital 

(efficacy) which is non-significant. 

 

 

 

Predictor Estimate  SE 95% CI p 

   LL UL  

Main effect      

Constant 51.43 9.13 33.46 69.41 .00 

Perceived stress 

reactivity 

-.81 .41 -1.63 .00 .05 

Efficacy .69 .61 -.51 1.89 .26 

Perceived stress 

reactivity*  

Efficacy 

.02 .03 -.03 .08 .39 

R2 .53     

F 31.59     
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4.8 Table 8 

The moderating effect of Psychological Capital (Hope) on the relationship between 

perceived stress reactivity, and psychological wellbeing. (N=241) 

Predictor Estimate SE 95% CI p 

   LL UL  

Main effect      

Constant 63.78 9.88 44.32 83.22 .00 

Perceived stress 

reactivity 

-1.74 .47 -2.67 -.81 .00 

Hope -.11 .47 -1.03 .82 .82 

Perceived stress 

reactivity* 

Hope 

.06 .02 .02 .11 .01 

R2 .57     

F 37.88     

 

Table 8 shows the moderating effect of psychological capital (Hope) in 

between perceived stress reactivity and psychological wellbeing among rescue 

workers.  Perceived stress reactivity was significantly negatively moderated by 

psychological capital (hope). 
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Figure 3 

This figure shows the moderating effect of Hope in between perceived stress 

reactivity and psychological wellbeing among rescue workers. More the hope will be 

used by rescue workers the psychological wellbeing will be increasing. 
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4.9 Table 9 

The moderating effect of Psychological Capital (Resilience and Optimism) on the 

relationship between perceived stress reactivity, and psychological wellbeing.  

Predictor Estimate  SE 95% CI p 

   LL UL  

Main effect      

Constant 54.73 9.74 35.54 73.93 .00 

Perceived stress 

reactivity 

-1.34 .47 -2.28 -.40 .01 

Resilience .49 .64 -.78 1.75 .45 

Perceived stress 

reactivity*  

Resilience 

.06 .03 -.00 .12 .07 

R .33     

F 39.64     

Main Effect      

Constant 49.48 10.70 28.39 70.57 .00 

Perceived stress 

reactivity 

-.75 .49 -1.73 .23 .13 

Optimism 1.25 1.01 -.74 .23 .21 

Perceived stress 

reactivity * 

Optimism 

.02 .05 -.07 .11 .66 

R2 .28     

F 31.10     
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Table 9 shows the moderating effect of psychological capital (Resilience and 

optimism) in between perceived stress reactivity and psychological wellbeing among 

rescue workers. Perceived stress reactivity was negatively moderated bypsychological 

capital (resilience and optimism) which was non-significant. 
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4.10 Table 10 

The moderating effect of Psychological Capital on the relationship between sense of 

coherence and psychological wellbeing. (N=241) 

Predictor Estimate SE 95% CI p 

   LL UL  

Main effect      

Constant 31.71 23.31 -14.20 77.62 .17 

Sense of 

Coherence 

-.24 .39 -1.01 .54 .55 

Psychological 

Capital 

.22 .39 -.55 .99 .57 

Sense of 

Coherence * 

Psychological 

Capital 

.01 .00 -.00 .02 .33 

R2 .32     

F 37.42     

 

Table 10 shows the results of moderation analysis which reveals that the main 

effect of psychological capital on the relationship of sense of coherence and 

psychological wellbeing was insignificantly positive. 
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4.11 Table 11 

The moderating effect of Psychological Capital (Hope) on the relationship between 

sense of coherence and psychological wellbeing. (N=241) 

Predictor Estimate SE 95% CI p 

   LL UL  

Main effect      

Constant 71.78 22.45 27.54 116.00 .00 

Sense of 

Coherence 

-.77 .38 -1.53 -.01 .04 

Hope -1.42 1.09 -3.57 .72 .19 

Sense of 

Coherence * 

Hope 

.05 .02 .01 .08 .01 

R2 .27     

F 28.95     

 

Table 11 shows the moderating effect of psychological capital on relationship 

between sese of coherence and psychological wellbeing among rescue workers. Sense 

of coherence was significantly negatively moderated by Hope. 
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Figure 4 

This figure shows the moderating effect of psychological capital (Hope) in 

between sense of coherence and psychological wellbeing among rescue workers. The 

more hope will be used by rescue workers the more psychological wellbeing will be 

increase. 
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4.12 Table 12 

The moderating effect of Psychological Capital (Efficacy, Resilience, Optimism) on 

the relationship between sense of coherence and psychological wellbeing. (N=241) 

Predictor Estimate SE 95% CI p 

   LL UL  

Main effect      

Constant 24.10 18.56 -12.46 60.66 .19 

Sense of Coherence .13 .31 -.48 .74 .67 

Efficacy 1.04 1.30 -1.52 3.61 .42 

Sense of Coherence * 

Efficacy 

.01 .02 -.04 .05 .76 

R2 .25     

F 25.84     

Main effect      

Constant 9.41 20.67 -31.29 50.11 .65 

Sense of Coherence .29 .35 -.39 .97 .40 

Resilience 2.12 1.39 -.62 4.86 .13 

Sense of Coherence * 

Resilience 

-.01 .02 -.05 .04 .80 

R2 .27     

F 28.79     

Main effect      

Constant 24.45 19.70 -14.37 63.25 .22 

Sense of Coherence .14 .34 -.52 .81 .67 

Optimism 1.42 1.96 -2.45 5.28 .47 

Sense of Coherence * 

Optimism 

.01 .03 -.06 .07 .81 

R2 .21     

F 20.47     
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Table 12 shows the results of moderation analysis which reveals that the main 

effect of efficacy, resilience, and optimism on the relationship between sense of 

coherence and psychological wellbeing was found to be insignificantly positive. 
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CHAPTER 5 

DISCUSSION 

The current study is directed towards the understanding of relationship that exist 

among perceived stress reactivity, sense of coherence, psychological capital and 

psychological wellbeing of rescue workers. The results are directed towards examining 

the relationship of sense of coherence, perceived stress reactivity, psychological capital 

on psychological wellbeing of rescue workers. The results indicated the moderating role 

of psychological capital interacting with the relationship between sense of coherence 

and perceived stress reactivity. The study aimed to investigate the demographic 

differences in the study variable and explore these answers in Pakistani context. The 

study sample comprises of 241 rescue workers taken from Rawalpindi and Islamabad 

rescue 1122 stations respectively. There are 232 male and 9 females. The type of 

employment includes 203 in formal, 21 in informal and 17 were on contractual bases. 

The primary work shifts comprise of 194 on alternate shift, 37 on day shift, and 5 were 

on day and night shift respectively.  

For the assessment of perceived stress reactivity, the translated version of 

perceived stress reactivity scale was used. The α- reliability was .83 for present study.  

For measuring sense of coherence, “The Orientation to life questionnaire” was used and 

alpha reliability was (.66) and for psychological wellbeing “The Short Form of the 

Mental Health Continuum” (having 3 subscales) was used and reliabilities were (.80 

and for subscales .86, .76, & .78). For measuring psychological capital, “Psychological 

Capital Questionnaire” (having 4 subscales) was used, and the reliabilities were (.75 

and for subscales .74, .76, .68, & .62). 
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It was hypothesized that there will be a negative relationship between perceived 

stress reactivity and psychological wellbeing among rescue workers. The study findings 

revealed a significant negative association between perceived stress reactivity and 

psychological wellbeing among rescue workers. The discoveries are braced by the 

research of Limm et al. (2010) revealed that perceived stress reactivity is negatively 

associated with psychosomatic and physical complaints and poor mental health. High 

levels of perceived stress can result in chronic activation of the body, which is 

associated with poor psychological health (Mcewen, 1998). 

In Pakistani culture, a cross sectional research conducted in four districts of 

Sindh to measure the trauma and emergency care services provided by the physicians 

to the people. The results revealed that those physicians who had taken a life support or 

trauma training course outperformed those who had never attended a course. From this 

it was deduced that those who received proper training for handling emergency 

situations are better able to manage their own stress levels and efficiently deal with 

trauma or work burden effectively than those who didn’t receive proper training 

(Razzak et al., 2015).  

It was hypothesized that there will be a positive relationship between sense of 

coherence and psychological wellbeing among rescue workers.  The results revealed a 

significant positive association between a sense of coherence and psychological 

wellbeing among rescue workers. The research findings are consistent with the study 

of Wissing and Eeden (2002) revealed that sense of coherence is positively linked with 

psychological wellbeing.  Another study by Bachem and Maercker (2016) conducted 

on German rescue workers revealed that a sense of coherence is a potential factor of 

resilience against mental and physical health issues. Studies (Schnyder et al., 

2000; Cohen & Dekel, 2000) revealed that sense of coherence reduces sadness, anxiety, 
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life stress, and physical symptoms and improves psychological and physical well-being 

and functioning abilities. 

In Pakistani culture, communal support and interconnectedness are highly 

valued. A strong sense of coherence can aid in the formation of meaningful 

relationships and social networks both inside and outside of the workplace. These 

support systems can provide emotional, instrumental, and informational assistance to 

rescue personnel, resulting in an improvement in their mental health. Frequently, rescue 

workers’ job involves saving lives, assisting others, and serving the community. A high 

sense of coherence can provide rescue workers with a sense of meaning and purpose in 

their work, thereby enhancing their motivation, job satisfaction, and psychological 

health (Nosheen et al., 2017). 

The present study depicts a substantial positive relationship between 

psychological capital and psychological wellbeing. The findings are consistent with a 

study of Luthans et al. (2013) that psychological capital has an effect on staff well-

being over time. Psychological capital, according to Sweetman and Luthans (2010), 

boosts an individual's ability to handle challenging situations and pro-activeness, which 

promotes psychological wellbeing and work performance. Hansen et al. (2015) 

revealed that psychological capital and wellbeing are positively correlated. Luthans et 

al. (2007) found that psychological wellness is better predicted when psychological 

capital is treated as a multidimensional construct. 

 It was hypothesized that a sense of coherence will be positively associated with 

age. The results of the study revealed that there is a positive relationship between sense 

of coherence and age. This is in accordance with the study of Eriksson (2007) revealed 

that the older age groups have a better sense of coherence. Possibly, maturity acquired 
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with age enhances individual sense of coherence. As an individual got older, they were 

more likely to feel good about themselves. Another study is consistent with the results 

that revealed all the components of sense of coherence are significantly positively 

related with age indicating that sense of coherence relatively increases in early 

adulthood.  Adulthood is characterized by an increase in independence and efficacy as 

a person enter practical life and start managing his life on his own. This dramatic 

increase in autonomy is likely accompanied by a greater sense of coherence 

(Lajunen, 2018; Silverstein & Heap, 2015). 

It was found in results that psychological wellbeing is significantly negatively 

associated with individual monthly income. The results supported by the study of 

Gardarsdóttir et al. (2009) which shows that financial success actually contribute little 

to the happiness and wellbeing of an individual.  

A sense of coherence is negatively associated with individual monthly income. 

Results are confirmed by Barnard (2016) found that high-income persons with low 

sense of coherence have greater debt and poor financial planning than high-income, 

high-coherence individuals (with a similar pattern in low-income groups).  The results 

contradict Barnard et al. (2010) finding that respondents with a higher sense of 

coherence had better financial health. 

It was hypothesized that psychological capital acts as a moderator between 

sense of coherence, perceived stress reactivity, and psychological wellbeing among 

rescue workers. The results were in accordance with the study of Roberts et al. (2011) 

that reveals that psychological capital moderates the link between employee worry and 

their psychological well-being.  The research findings revealed that perceived stress 

reactivity and psychological well-being is significantly negatively moderated by hope. 
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The results were supported by a study of Malinowski and Lim (2015) stated that 

preserving hope in the workplace helps people cope with stress and improve mental 

health of employees. The results are consistent with the study of Keyes (2007) that 

revealed that hope, resilience, self-efficacy, and optimism all have positive effect on 

well-being. The research conducted on role of psychological capital on job burnout 

among Chinese nurses revealed that those nurses who are hopeful and resilient can cope 

up easily with stressor of their job and stay healthy (Peg et al., 2013). 

 Perceived stress reactivity significantly negatively predicts psychological 

wellbeing and sense of coherence significantly positively predicts psychological 

wellbeing. The results are in line with the study on healthcare professionals conducted 

by Stoyanova and Stoyanov (2021) found that Sense of coherence enhances well-being. 

Veronese and Pepe (2015) found that psychological well-being is positively associated 

with sense of coherence. According to Sairenchi et al. (2011) a sense of coherence has 

a direct impact on psychological well-being when it is used as a personal resource. So, 

it is thought that people who have a better sense of coherence will be able to keep their 

mental health even if they are in very stressful or traumatic situations. Limm et al. 

(2010) found that higher stress reactivity has been linked to psychosomatic and physical 

problems, poor mental health, poor lifestyle choices, anxiety, and depression. 

One way analysis of variance revealed that the self-efficacy of an individual 

with master’s degree is more than matriculation. The results are consistent with the 

study of Abun et al. (2021) that revealed higher levels of self-efficacy are associated 

with greater levels of education and work experience. These results suggest that 

educational level and years of job experience are important determinants of self-

efficacy. According to the data on the differences between educational levels, the group 

of employees with doctoral degrees has the highest mean self-efficacy rating, while the 
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groups of bachelor's degree and master's degree holders have the lowest and lowest 

mean self-efficacy ratings (Abun et al., 2021).  

Results of regression analysis revealed that the individual with the master’s 

degree have low psychological wellbeing as compared to matriculation. Our findings 

are inconsistent with the studies (Raghupathi & Raghupathi, 2020; Kondirolli & 

Sunder, 2022) which revealed that Education improves mental wellness. Educated 

people have more options, giving them more power and security. Well-educated 

persons report better health, fewer morbidity, death, and disability. Self-reported poor 

health, shorter life expectancy, and illness survival are connected to low education. 

5.1 Limitations 

In addition, longitudinal studies must be conducted to derive causal inferences. 

Most of the studies that have been conducted thus far have been cross-sectional, which 

makes it difficult to draw conclusions about cause and effect and examine potential 

shifts in these variables over time. More insight into what influences rescue personnel' 

mental health can be gained by using longitudinal study. Some participants did not 

complete their questionnaires because they had to attend to urgent matters. They 

subsequently filled out the questionnaires. This likely influenced their responses. The 

study's findings should therefore be interpreted with caution.  Research must be 

conducted on the families of Rescue 1122 employees because they represent a 

vulnerable population due to the dangerous and demanding nature of their loved ones' 

employment (Regehr, 2009). 

5.2 Implications 

Healthcare workers across health systems and disciplines are facing significant 

stressors, burdens, and mental health challenges as a result of their work. This is 
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especially the case for those who work on the frontlines during public health 

emergencies—with further challenges faced by those who work in impoverished and 

low-resource settings or in settings where stigmatization is high. Identifying the role of 

psychological capital as a moderator in this context can offer valuable information on 

how certain personal resources and strengths can buffer the impact of stress on rescue 

workers' well-being. This knowledge can inform the development of targeted 

interventions to enhance their resilience and coping strategies. The findings of this 

research can have practical implications for the design of training programs and support 

systems for rescue workers. Understanding the factors that influence their well-being 

can aid in creating more effective and tailored interventions to improve their overall 

psychological health. 

The administration at rescue stations needs to identify workers with clinically 

significant levels of trauma, stress, burnout, and offer them therapeutic services. This 

will enhance their mental health, thereby increasing their job performance and 

productivity. Newly hired employees should be instructed on psychological discomfort 

and healthy coping mechanisms. Thus, they will be able to recognize the warning signs 

and immediately begin addressing them. During training, the workers' ways of dealing 

with stress should be found out, and the management should work on promoting 

adaptive ways of dealing with stress as soon as possible (Papovic, 2009). 

5.3 Implications for psychological theory and practice  

The results of this study show how important it is to improve rescue workers' 

personal resources (like self-efficacy, hope, resilience, and optimism), sense of 

coherence and wellbeing. These psychological capital resources are in a state that can 

be altered and enhanced by educational programs and the psychological capital 

Intervention Training model (Luthans et al., 2007; Luthans et al., 2006). The findings 
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can assist organizations in developing psychoeducational programs and seminars on 

psychological capital resources such as self-efficacy, hope, resilience, and optimism, 

which can assist rescue personnel in dealing with stressful situations more effectively. 

The results can also be used to help create training programs for rescue workers and 

other vulnerable groups that focus on mental health (e.g., risk and protective factors). 

By building on the results of this study, organizations can also set up monthly refresher 

courses for rescue workers to boost their morale. The results can help make decisions 

about policies and methods for long-term training programs.  

5.4 Conclusion 

 Based on findings, the link between sense of coherence, perceived stress 

reactivity and psychological wellbeing is moderated by psychological capital. Rescue 

workers had better compassion, happiness, psychosocial capacity, and mental health. 

Still, more study is needed to come up with policies that could help rescue workers with 

the resources they have better deal with the hard and dangerous work they do. It may 

not be possible to totally get rid of stress and burnout among rescue workers yet, but 

our research shows that Pakistani rescue workers have a lot of good qualities (like 

psychological capital, sense of coherence, and better mental health) that help them do 

their jobs. More research needs to be done to find out how available psychological 

resources can be saved, gathered, and built on. This could help with training for people 

who work in helping fields. 
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